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Unfortunately, a company’s true commit-
ment to safety is sometimes evaluated and 
judged by its response when an accident 
takes place instead of what it does to influ-
ence, educate, and/or control conditions on 

a daily basis within its work environment. But both reac-
tive and proactive approaches to safety within the envi-
ronment and within our personal lives are required to live 
a productive and healthy life. Behavioral-based safety 
(BBS) is one of those proactive approaches that many 
companies take to create a systematic methodology for 
safety awareness and improvement in the workplace. It 
targets specific unsafe behaviors of the workforce and 

involves data-driven decision making through that very 
workforce’s participation. 

In this issue of SteamNews, Spirax Sarco’s Safety, Envi-
ronmental and Training Supervisor, Kris Brown presents 
tips on implementing a few different types of BBS systems 
such as the risk assessment / observational data collec-
tion offered by the GEMBA walk program and the 6S ele-
ment of the company’s Lean Six Sigma program. Results 
from either program can yield significant improvements in 
changing a company’s safety culture as well as its qual-
ity culture. And companies now recognize that Lean Six 
Sigma quality programs contribute and embrace safety 

EDITOR'S NOTE

WHEN SAFETY IS PART OF THE COMPANY 
CULTURE, EVERYONE WINS     
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through continual improvement to processes and products 
by eliminating waste. And what is more wasteful than ac-
cidents that could have been avoided? Safely manufactur-
ing products or safely performing services on behalf of the 
company boosts productivity through reduced downtime 
from rework or remediation efforts.

As Spirax Sarco’s Quality Group Leader, Emma Seeby 
points out, consistently delivering value by meeting cus-
tomer’s needs is the ultimate way of assuring safety 
and quality at all times. Continuous improvement that is 
driving transformation change throughout a business is 
sometimes the necessary “wake-up call” for a company to 
improve its safety awareness at the same time. 

Designing in safety and safely applying products such as 
control valves are also discussed in this issue. Spirax Sarco’s 

Valve and Controls Product Manager, David Matherly details 
how to safely select, apply, and install a control valve  
assembly that is appropriate to a set of specified process 
conditions. Adhering to industry standards and following 
best practices is a responsible approach that guarantees 
asset longevity, operating efficiency, and safety. 

As we move forward in 2017, my hope is that operational 
safety is on the forefront of everyone’s mind, especially at 
your facility. Keeping the steam and condensate loop oper-
ating efficiently means proactively implementing and follow-
ing a maintenance plan if you do not already have one in 
place. The idiom, “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound 
of cure” goes a long way when considering safety!  n

Tracy Bertone 
Marketing Communications Coordinator  
for Spirax Sarco

EDITOR'S NOTE (continued)

SteamNews is published quarterly by Spirax Sarco. © Spirax Sarco, Inc. All rights reserved. Content of this publication should not be reproduced  
in any manner without written consent from the Editor.
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STAY SAFE WITH 
STEAM
Safety in the workplace is most companies’ top 

priority.  Like any industrial or building services 
plant, a properly designed, installed and main-
tained steam system will provide safe and effec-

tive service throughout its life.

Below are some tips for keeping your steam system safe.

In the Boiler House
¢  Make sure your boiler house is properly supervised by 

competent personnel, or if high integrity self-monitoring 
systems are fitted that a trained person is always avail-
able to respond to an alarm.

¢  Make sure boiler level controls and alarms are being 
tested daily and weekly as required.
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¢  When sampling boiler water always use a sample cooler 
to avoid scalding.

Around the Pipework
¢  Check that insulation is fitted securely to prevent hot 

surfaces from becoming exposed.

¢  If you hear loud knocking in pipework typical of  
waterhammer, investigate the cause immediately.

¢  Ensure that all mechanical pipe supports are in good 
condition.

Valves and Ancillaries
¢  Regularly check safety valves for correct operation by 

lifting the easing lever.

¢  Check that hot water systems are protected against 
overheating by correctly specified and installed high  
limit controls.

¢  Initiate regular steam trap surveys to ensure all traps 

are working correctly and clearing condensate from  
the system.

General
¢  If steam is being vented, make sure it does not cause a 

hazard to personnel.

¢  Review the competence of personnel and introduce 
safety-related training as necessary.

¢  Ensure steam system maintenance can be carried out 
safely, for example that valves and other equipment are 
easily and safely accessible.

  FIND OUT MORE
Need assistance in ensuring that you have a safe  
system? Contact your local Spirax Sarco representative
   to learn more. n

Safety in the workplace is most companies’ top priority.  Like any industrial 
or building services plant, a properly designed, installed and maintained 
steam system will provide safe and effective service throughout its life
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INSTANT KNOWLEDGE –  
WHAT IS THIS 
PHENOMENON 
CALLED  
WATERHAMMER?
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For many years waterhammer was regarded as being 
an inherent problem associated with all steam  
systems.  But why was this so? Is waterhammer 
really to be expected in all steam systems?  

The simple answer is no. Any system which is properly  
designed and operated will never experience this  

phenomenon, which is so often attributed to  
steam systems.

HOW IT IS CAUSED IN STEAM SYSTEMS
Water is, for all intent and purposes, incompressible. In  
a steam system, normal steam flow is at probably some  
35 m/s (68.90 ft/min). If water (condensate) collects in the 
bottom of a badly aligned pipe (Fig. 1, next page) then this 
steam velocity will cause ripples on the surface of the water. 
The steam will blow these ripples into waves until a wave is 
high enough to fill the pipe (Fig. 2, next page).  
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There is then an incompressible liquid piston traveling 
along the pipe at steam speed.

THE DAMAGE IT CAN DO
This whole pocket of water, picked up by the steam and 
carried forward in solid column, is taken to some point 
down the line where there may be a change of direction or 

obstruction such as a valve (Fig. 3).  The water is brought 
to a sudden halt and the energy which it has by virtue of 
its movement (kinetic energy) is suddenly converted into 
pressure energy.  This sudden pressure may do a lot of 
damage.  Waterhammer can damage steam traps, valves, 
steam meters, reducing valves, make joints leak and can 
even fracture pipes.

HOW TO PREVENT IT
Waterhammer must never be 
tolerated.  If it is due to the 
condensing of steam during 
distribution in steam pipes it 
can be eliminated.  Proper 
alignment of the piping sys-
tem ensures a continuous fall 
in the direction of flow and 
this must be combined with 
an adequate number of good 
drain points.  It is particu-
larly important to drain any 
low points in the system and 
make sure that steam traps 
are working properly.
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Waterhammer many also occur in process plants if the 
pressure in the steam falls below that at the trap outlet so 
that condensate discharge stops.  This will almost certainly 
happen if condensate is lifted after the trap into a high level 
return line and the steam inlet to the plant is throttled by 
temperature control valve.  As condensate builds up in the 
steam space, the process temperature will fall causing the 
control valve to open wide and steam to rush into water-
logged plant producing severe waterhammer (Fig. 4).  Here 
the cure is to discharge condensate by gravity from the 
steam trap to a receiver vented to atmosphere and then lift 
the discharge separately to high level by means of a pump.  
Even here it is still possible for the steam space to waterlog 
should the steam supply be throttled enough for a vacuum 
to form.  This can usually be dealt with by fitting a vacuum 
breaking valve on the plant.

A vacuum breaker will however admit air and this in itself 
is not a desirable situation.  It is better to try to remove the 
condensate under both pressure and vacuum conditions 
and this can be achieved by using a pump-trap combina-
tion (Fig. 5).  By equalizing the pump exhaust back into the 
steam space, condensate will always flow into the pump 
body.  Steam pressure can then remove it through the 
steam trap.
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It is clear from these examples that there is no reason for waterhammer  
to be a problem in any steam system…  A properly designed and operated 
steam system is proven to be the most effective and safe method of  
conveying heat to a product or process.

It is clear from these examples that there is no reason  
for waterhammer to be a problem in any steam system.  
Old sagging pipework should be attended to, while boiler 
crown valves for example can be automatically actuated by 
a slow opening device which will ensure the very gradual 
warm up of the complete steam system.  A properly de-
signed and operated steam system is proven to be the most 
effective and safe method of conveying heat to a product  
or process. n 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Have a question about waterhammer? Contact your local 
Spirax Sarco representative to identify potential problems 
and help select appropriate protection measures.

.
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WHAT IS THAT NOISE… 
COULD IT BE WATERHAMMER? This demonstration 

clearly shows how 
pressure can drop instan-
taneously when steam 
vapor is surrounded by 
cool water.  In an improp-
erly drained section of 
high pressure steam pipe, 
steam can quickly con-
dense into “slug” of water 
with the steam hurling it at 
a high velocity into the pip-
ing. This creates a ham-
mering noise and causes 
the associated piping to 
become stressed. Proper 
drainage of the steam with 
correct steam trapping 
equipment will prevent this 
from ever occurring. n
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CONVERTING CONDENSATE 
FROM AN ENEMY TO AN ALLY

They have little choice but to open the steam feed to 
the flare line, blowing retained condensate out in 
order to attain necessary temperatures and make 
production quotas.

Plants sometimes do not realize that additional steam is too 
valuable to waste.  So valuable is process steam that invest-
ments in steam trap upgrades, required to drain condensate 
as it forms, pay back rapidly.  A Texas semiconductor manu-
facturer learned this valuable lesson under the guidance of 
a team from Spirax Sarco.  The company makes wafers and 
related products that are the building blocks for integrated 
circuits used in devices such as cell phones, computers, CD/
DVD players, satellite and automotive electronics.

Trouble with Condensate Removal
The company was a considerable user of purchased steam 
from a neighboring plant, and thus its steam distribution and 

utilization system was a prime target for optimization.  A 
team from Spirax Sarco confirmed that steam consumption 
was higher than needed. Numerous steam traps had failed 
or been bypassed, which resulted in condensate retention, 
stalling and poor heat transfer within the process exchang-
ers. To cope, operators were opening the steam feed to the 
flare line to blow out the condensate. Losses of heat energy 
were considerable and the plant’s steam trap population was 
in definite need of repair and replacement.

A Solution for Tight Timelines
The Spirax Sarco team evaluated each steam trap’s function 
and made recommendations for repair and improvements to 
the system.  The recommended work encompassed instal-
lation and commissioning for twenty-two UTD52L universal 
connector traps and two FT450 float and thermostatic traps 
on process applications.  

If condensate does not drain effectively from process heating systems, operators tend to view it as an 
enemy that builds up and creates havoc with their heating control.
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The operational and economic solution proposed by Spirax 
Sarco was immediately accepted by the company's manag-
er. He requested that all repairs and replacements be made 
that weekend. The Spirax Sarco project team completed the 
work ahead of schedule and under budget.

Condensate Now an Ally to Fiscal Control
With the startup of the upgraded system, the plant’s manag-
ers found that the improved condensate drainage resulted 
in a safer system with reduced risk of waterhammer.  The 

steam savings obtained were equivalent to a carbon footprint 
reduction of nearly 3,000 tons/year.  In addition, the opera-
tors no longer had to continuously monitor the temperature 
readings and manually open steam header valves to blow 
out the collected condensate and keep the process heating.

Condensate has now become an ally, since it is no longer 
collecting and causing heating control problems.  Instead, it 
is no longer there, having applied its heat energy efficiently 
where needed. n
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With the startup of the upgraded system, the plant’s managers found  
that the improved condensate drainage resulted in a safer system with  
reduced risk of waterhammer.  The steam savings obtained were equivalent 
to a carbon footprint reduction of nearly 3,000 tons/year.
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SAFETY:  
IT’S NO GAME
When protecting workers, zero  
is the only acceptable score

The popular board game Risk is a multi-player contest built 
around conflict and confrontation.  In manufacturing, the 
phrase “risk management” is used to assess the costs and 
benefits associated with any activity.  

When it comes to workers safety, though, there is no management of 
risk because when it comes to protecting workers, there is no accept-
able level of risk.  If this were a game, the score always would be 0-0-
no injuries or lost time for workers, no workers compensation costs for 
management.

But safety is not a game. That’s because history shows us that we nev-
er completely can win. What we can do is gain an understanding why 
workplace accidents occur.

Manufacturers achieving safety each day do so not with a commitment 
to cost containment or risk management but with a relentless commit-
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ment to their workers.  It is the human aspect of worker 
safety that is the most critical.  Ultimately, the profit is a 
byproduct of safety.  When workers understand they are 
valued as contributors to profit, those workers will deliver 
better productivity, miss fewer days of work, and will take an 
uncommon pride in their job.

Plant Engineering regards safety as a core principle of 
manufacturing, as an absolute and unwavering right of our 
workers.  It also is the foundation on which manufacturers 
can build a strong organization and a quality product, no 
matter the industry.

Safety is not a game.  That doesn’t mean you won’t feel  
like a winner if you lead your organization on a better path 
to safety. n

Bob Vavra, Content Manager, CFE Media – content provided 
by Plant Engineering Magazine.
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TIPS FOR 
IMPROVING  
SAFETY

By Kris Brown, Safety Environmental  
& Training Supervisor for Spirax Sarco

In a manufacturing environment, employees may be 
used to getting nicks and dings – “part of the job”  
is what most will say.  Employees may also not be 
engaged in improving the safety culture. “It’s not my 
job” or “You don’t listen to me anyway”.

But it doesn’t have to be that way.  There are several 
programs that any facility or organization of any size can 
implement at very little cost that can yield big rewards 
in changing everyone’s behavior towards safety. These 
programs can be implemented in any type of workplace, 
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whether it’s an office of 10 people or a manufacturing  
facility of 1,000.

Implementing a 6S program
By implementing a 6S program, a company can:

1.  Improve housekeeping which can help to minimize the 
number of slip, trips and falls.  A number of these inci-
dents occur because of misplaced items or spills that 
are not cleaned up.  

2. Help standardize processes

3.  Help identify potential safety issues and hazards  
before someone is injured.

The six principles of 6S are:
1. Sort – remove anything that is not being used

2. Straighten – identify and organize the remaining items

3.  Shine – clean up the area and identify leaks or other 
issues that stand out

4. Standardize – make processes more routine 

5. Sustain – keep the changes going

6. Safety – identify hazards in the area  

Implementing a GEMBA walk program
In quality management the Japanese term for the manu-
facturing floor is GEMBA. A GEMBA walk program is a 
standard approach to performing an observation of an 
area. The observation can be related to processes, qual-
ity problems or safety issues.  The observation takes place 
where the work is occurring and not from behind a desk 
or in a conference room.  The goal of the observation is 
to determine what is happening and what needs to be im-
proved. A GEMBA walk program is not the time or place to 
fix problems. It can be used as a method to determine the 
efficiency of a 6S program.  

Always think about:
1. Who should participate in the GEMBA walk program?  

2. When should the GEMBA walk occur?

3. Where should the GEMBA walk take place?

4. What is the GEMBA walk identifying?

One easy way to start a GEMBA walk program is to  
review the previous year’s incident reports. Where are 
the higher number of incidents occurring and why are 

The goal of the observation is to determine what is happening and what needs 
to be improved. A GEMBA walk program is not the time or place to fix prob-
lems. It can be used as a method to determine the efficiency of a 6S program.  
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they occurring in that area?  

Implementing a Risk Assessment Program
A risk assessment program is a standard approach to  
examining a job or task that may be associated with  
hazards and risks.  

A risk assessment should:

1. Identify what can cause harm.

2. Determine who can be harmed.

3. Identify the severity. 

4. Determine the risk.

5. Identify how the risk can be removed and reduced.

When performing a risk assessment, the individual per-
forming the job or task should be included in the assess-
ment. This is very valuable because the individual per-
forming the job or task is aware of the hazards, and often 
times has the solution to correct any hazards identified.

The benefits of these types of programs are:
1.  Lower incidents through identification of hazards prior 

to an injury.

2.  Increase employee engagement by involving affected  
employees in the risk identification and mitigation process.

3.  Increase employee morale by lowering the number of 
employees injured.

Again, while these programs may require upfront effort 
and time to get started, the benefits are a greater value 
to any organization that is looking to improve safety. n
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Today is another 
great day at 
Spirax Sarco. 
Like the day 

before or the day that 
follows, the first focus of 
all employees through-
out the organization is 
safety.  It is a part of 
each employee’s daily 
routine and is part of its 
corporate culture.

Last year, Spirax Sarco 
reached a remarkable 
safety milestone – 1.86 
million man-hours, or 3 
years without a lost-time 

SAFETY FIRST, 
EVERY DAY FOR 3 YEARS

Spirax Sarco Hasn’t Had a Lost-Time Accident Since 2013
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accident, which means 288 employees did not miss work 
due to an injury suffered on the job.  

“We are proud of everyone’s contribution to this impor-
tant safety achievement.  We take time to educate our 
employees on what we do and how we do it so that ev-
eryone is safe and they leave the same way they come to 
work,” said Kris Brown, Safety Environmental & Training 
Supervisor for Spirax Sarco.

This significant accomplishment was celebrated last  
October at a safety luncheon in which all Spirax Sarco 
employee’s attended. When asked why Spirax Sarco  
celebrated this event, Kris replied, “Each one of our  
employees has a role to play when it comes to safety. If 
something happens, not only does their family suffer but 
our customers do as well.”

Spirax Sarco takes safety seriously and has invested time 
and resources into its Environmental, Health and Safety 
Program to increase awareness, training 
and implementation of best safety prac-
tices in the office as well as the field.  

Our number one enemy is  
complacency. It lurks behind  
every corner and must be dealt  
with on a daily basis. n
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 SUCCEED!
Are you looking to sharpen your skills in a particular area of steam systems? Do you have  
certification requirements you need to meet?

There's a wide variety of training opportunities at our five world class training centers  
throughout the USA. See available classes by clicking on any city on the map on the next page!

Find effective ways to save energy within your steam 
system by staying abreast of the latest techniques and 
requirements.  Discover where energy is being wasted 
and identify potential savings.  There's a wide variety 

of training opportunities at our five world-class training centers 
throughout the USA. Whether you're an engineer, project  
manager, or even facilities and operations personnel, we have 
training classes to suit your needs. You may need instruction on 
flowmeters, heat transfer, pressure and temperature control,  
clean steam, saving energy and reducing your carbon footprint, 
or maybe you need to learn the basic fundamentals of steam.  
Learn how to implement energy saving measures and calculate 
the payback.

TRAINING  
YOU TO…

Ü
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Longmont, CO

Houston, TX

Chicago, IL
Allentown, PA

Columbia, SC

GET MORE FROM STEAM, WE’LL SHOW YOU HOW
*Class scheduling is subjected to change throughout the quarter.

Click on city  
to see available 

classes and dates.

DID YOU KNOW? 
CEU credit may be obtained for various courses. Confirm CEU credit offering with Training Coordinator at time of payment.

LIMITED SEATING, BOOK TODAY!  
Click button to go online and register. 
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We’ve published our Steam System 
Training guide for 2017. Our top 
quality training courses cover  
everything from the basics of steam, 

to more advanced system design. The curriculum’s 
objective is to provide participants a comprehensive 
knowledge and understanding of energy conserva-
tion and resource principles.  

Each program is designed specifically for steam  
users involved in engineering, operation, and mainte-
nance.  Areas covered include energy management, 
HVAC, operations, piping and process design, project 
engineering, process engineering and maintenance.  
In addition to traditional applications, the courses 
cover the latest technical developments. n

GET YOUR FREE 2017 TRAINING GUIDE

Click image to download
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Control valve safety encompasses a broad range 
of subjects when considering industrial and com-
mercial applications. Safely applying them to spe-
cific process control installations is paramount so 

that a long and productive asset life cycle can be realized. 
A safely performing valve boosts plant productivity through 
decreased downtime and reduces maintenance costs associ-
ated with rebuilds, environmental clean-up and remediation, 
and disaster recovery actions. Not only are associated opera-
tions and maintenance personnel safely protected, plant pro-
cesses, equipment and product quality are as well.

Designing-in safety to meet a specific process need usu-
ally includes using several different types of valves. Ball 
(on/off), globe (modulating), and safety relief valves are 
all examples of valves with unique performance properties. 

VALVE SAFETY –  
CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR INSTALLATIONS

By David Matherly, Product Manager Control and Valves for Spirax Sarco
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Opening, closing, relieving, or modulating to a particular 
position ensures that process start-up, operating, shut-
down or emergency modes are achieved without incident. 
Regardless of the valve being sized for replacement to an 
existing product or being sized for a new process piping/
control application, the same data and criteria for selec-
tion must be supplied and utilized. Fluid type, correct size, 
flange rating (temperature and pressure relationship) mate-
rial, correct fail action with loss of pneumatic or electrical 
signal, and correct stem sealing (packing) all play an impor-
tant part of the valve performing safely. Modulating control 
valves are generally more complex in their application and 
allow little room for ambiguous, upfront specifications to be 
used when selecting the best model.

Sizing and Selection
So what data is needed to properly select a control valve? 
Complete process data must be provided by the end-user 
before the appropriate control valve sizing and selection 
can take place. Maximum, operating (normal), and mini-
mum process values are required along with the following 

process parameters: Fluid type and properties, inlet pres-
sure, outlet pressure, normal temperature, mass or volu-
metric flow rate, valve trim flow characteristic (equal %, 
linear, or quick opening), acceptable seat leakage rates, 
and European or ANSI/ASME design standard requirement. 
Most valve manufacturers or their authorized distributor/
representative use the data and offer valve sizing assis-
tance. The use of a software application which can be ac-
cessed via an appropriate internet connection and URL 
location is now a popular and preferred method of sizing 
valves. Those valve sizing software applications reference 
equations called out in both the ANSI/ISA75.01.01 and IEC 
60534-2-1 control valve standards. The use of these stan-
dards throughout the industry guarantee sizing consistency.

Once a valve is sized, a recommended process piping 
connection size and type, material, Cv rating, and any 
special trim choices are suggested before selecting a spe-
cific valve. Valve fail-safe action, actuator, valve positioner 
or I/P transducer, solenoids, and switches are also consid-
ered before a selection is made. 

So what data is needed to properly select a control valve? Complete process 
data must be provided by the end-user before the appropriate control valve 
sizing and selection can take place.
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Valve Standards and Safety
Exceeding the recommended specifications called for by 
the sizing for temperature flow, or pressure can be haz-
ardous and cause an unsafe condition. There are several 
industry accepted standards and associated codes for 
the manufacture and usage of control valves. For ex-
ample, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) have been defining piping safety standards for 95 
years. Their ASME B16.34 standard for Valves Flanged, 
Threaded, and Welding Ends applies to the construction 
of valves. It covers such features as dimensions, pressure 
temperature ratings, materials, tolerances, testing, mark-
ing, and non-destructive examination. This is for steels, 
nickel-based alloys, and other alloys that are cast or 
forged and have fabricated flanged, weld ends, threaded, 
or wafer designs. The standard can be used in conjunction 
with other codes such as the ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code and the B31 Piping Code when choosing the 
appropriate valve for an application. Adherence to these 
codes ensures that the control valve operates safely once 
installed provided the correct process data was utilized. 

Installation
Valve Installation Location
Usually, a control valve’s physical installation location 
and orientation are determined during the design stage 

of a process equipment layout by a design engineer. So 
the mechanical process equipment design drawing and 
P&ID drawing should therefore, dictate a logical and well 
thought-out control valve installation location. The pro-
cess piping must allow sufficient room for installation and 
maintenance of the valve. Piping should be aligned and 
supported before the control valve is installed but valves 
must not be used to pull piping into alignment. Undue 
stress on the valve’s body or flanges could adversely affect 
performance.  When the valve is ready to be placed into 
the process piping location, following the proper guidelines 
called out by the manufacturer is important. Markings on 
the control valve body usually include an arrow that indi-
cates the process flow direction so that the valve is installed 
in the correct horizontal or vertical direction. Both informal 
and formal industry accepted standards (ASME 16.34 for 
example mentioned previously) dictate how both piping and 
valve are constructed and installed into a process piping 
application. Process connections for welded, threaded, and 
flanged valves have specific requirements for guaranteeing 
leak-proof performance. Proper thread sealant or hex nuts 
and bolting with the correct gaskets must also be used. 

Because control valves can weigh hundreds and some-
times thousands of pounds, safely lifting into place and 
bolting (or welding, threading, etc.) the valve can be really 
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difficult and pose many logistical challenges. Especially 
if the valve needs to be installed overhead in the top of a 
ceiling or high overhead outside. 

Ancillary equipment such as pneumatic or electric actua-
tors, solenoids, position transmitter, I/P, safety/proximity 
switches, etc. must all be accessible by both contractor 
and maintenance personnel alike. Pinch points from the 
actuator or at the stem/packing interface, adjacent moving 
equipment, high temperature process piping, and insulation 
must be noticed and noted. They can cause injury to plant 
personnel if precautions are not taken during installation.

Pneumatic Connections
All air connections to the valve, actuator, positioner, or ac-
cessories should be kept short and straight as possible. 
This applies to both hard metal and soft tubing. Kinked or 
long pneumatic tubing can increase valve closure time or 
stop the valve from moving quickly. This can cause a dan-
gerous condition if the valve is required to quickly move to 
its fail-safe position and is unable to perform the action.

Tubing size is another important consideration when de-
termining both forward and reverse flow requirements in 
calculating response time. The amount of air required to 
fill or evacuate the pneumatic actuator must pass through 
the tubing between the positioner. So depending on the 
actuator size, 1/4", 3/8", or 1/2" O.D. tubing may be re-
quired to properly modulate the valve or move it to its fail-
safe position. 

Electrical Connections (to actuator, positioner  
or I/P, solenoid, switches)
Flexible electrical conduit should be used when possible 
where both power and signal connections are made to the 
assembly components (actuator, positioner or I/P, solenoid, 
switches, etc.). This allows easier installation of the power 
and signal wiring to be made as well as naturally damping 
vibration from the process piping and valve so that it is not 
conveyed back to the electrical distribution system.

Wire size and type are usually dictated by the component 
manufacturer. Both the power and signal wiring must be 

Tubing size is another important consideration when determining both forward 
and reverse flow requirements in calculating response time. The amount of  
air required to fill or evacuate the pneumatic actuator must pass through the 
tubing between the positioner.
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thermoplastically insulated and in the case of the instru-
ment wiring, it must be twisted-shielded-pair type. This is 
an understood standard throughout the instrumentation 
industry. Instrument wiring can be 18 AWG or larger but 
it usually only carries no more than 30 VDC and less that 
0.50 amps. Wire sizes are always dictated by the length 
and current and voltage carrying requirements. Wiring to 
solenoids and other devices are no different.

Industry best wiring practices for process instrumentation 
usually dictate not running both power and instrument wir-
ing in the same conduit to avoid electromagnetic noise, the 
use of a drain wire inside the cable jacket and in contact 
with the shield for single point grounding, screw or com-
pression terminal connections, and the use of intermediate 
terminal strips if splicing of the instrument signal cable are 
all required. Devices such electric actuators or externally 
powered positioners can require 4-5 wires; 2-wire instru-
ment signal and 2 to 3 wires for power. As mentioned pre-
viously, they should not be placed in the same conduit 
when possible.

The safety implications of improper valve assembly wiring 
are not just due to shock potential, ground loops and stray 
electromagnetic signals can cause the control valve to ac-
cidently and inadvertently move to an undesirable control 

position. This action could potentially be hazardous to per-
sonnel and cause safety issues depending on the process 
and application.

Commissioning
Pipe Blowdown and Hydraulic Pipe Testing
Once the valve is installed and all external pneumatic and 
electrical connections are terminated, the piping must 
be cleared of contamination. Blowing out the piping after 
construction to clear all debris will protect the valve from 
damage during start-up. For example, metal shavings from 
tapping and drilling operations and corrosion (rust) along 
with other contamination can be inside the piping. 

Next, hydraulic pressure testing of the piping, flanges, and 
all system components connections are recommended 
and are also commonplace. Leaks from inadequate bolt 
and nut torquing, gasket placement, and threaded con-
nections can be easily found. The safety implications of 
leaking valve process connections can be catastrophic 
depending on the pressures, temperatures, and volatility 
of the fluid.

Inspection and Verification
Most valve manufacturers’ offer recommended commis-
sioning practices within their product instruction manuals 
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so that their product can be safely placed into service once 
installed. Control valve assemblies will have a permanently 
affixed tag that shows the body material, trim material, 
pressure rating, maximum operating pressure, Cv rating, 
manufacturing date, and serial number as shown in the 
example in Figure 1. The tag can be used to compare the 
valve’s pressure 
and temperature 
rating to the actual 
process condi-
tions to make sure 
that the correct 
valve was applied 
to the application. 
A review of the 
process equipment drawings and/or the appropriate P&ID 
drawing which calls out the tag identifier can also help. 
Verifying that the correct actuator, positioner, and accesso-
ries have been utilized with the valve is also necessary.

Notify / Isolate / Test / Fail-Safe / Reconnect /  
Verify / Return to Auto
In order to safely remove a control valve from service for 
testing, most commercial and industrial facilities require 
notifying operations personnel or the control room before 
beginning work. (Facilities usually have procedures al-

ready in place for performing both mechanical and electri-
cal lock-out/tag-out of valve assemblies).  This allows  
operations to place the control loop into manual, bypass 
and/or acknowledge any alarms, and bypass safety shut-
off systems that would automatically trip from setpoint 
signal and loop power failures. Removing the valve from 
automatic control while it is in service can create a very 
dangerous condition.

Once operations is notified that work is to be performed on 
a specific valve assembly, the valve needs to be isolated 
within the process piping system and the electrical power 
and signal to the valve should be locked out.  A manual 
or automatic shut-off valve upstream of the valve as well 
as one downstream of the valve is recommended for safe 
isolation. As a minimum, there must be an isolation valve 
installed upstream of the control valve. Once the valve is 
isolated, both pneumatic and electrical connections to the 
actuator and positioner can be disconnected and all test / 
calibration equipment connected.

A simple functional test is usually all that is required dur-
ing the commissioning phase of a control valve assembly. 
Most control valve assemblies arrive from the supplier al-
ready set up for the service associated with the process 
application. When an electropneumatic positioner is uti-

Figure 1
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lized, stroke testing of the valve assembly is determined by 
the analog electrical input, (4-20 mA) and pneumatic signal 
from the positioner to the actuator. Unless a custom stroke 
was ordered, the valve should open and close completely 
(0-100% travel) based upon that analog electrical change 
from the calibration equipment. If the valve assembly in-
cludes valve position indication to the control room, the 
correct stroke/valve position should be loop-checked and 
verified with the operations personnel in the control room.

The fail-safe action of the valve assembly should then be 
tested. Control valves are normally specified, ordered, and 
assembled by the manufacturer or integrator based upon 
the process requirements for a particular fail-safe action. 
With the loss of power, signal, and/or instrument air, the 
valve should fail to its open position, closed position, last 
control position, or to a specified percentage (%) of full 
stem travel. This action is one of the most important safety 
features associated with valve performance in many pro-
cess control loops. The valve failure position moves the 

valve to where people, processes, and/or plant equipment 
are safely protected. 

Upon fail-safe performance testing, the electrical power 
and control connections along with any pneumatic piping 
are re-connected to the valve assembly. The upstream 
and downstream isolation valves can then be opened and 
electrical power and signal restored. Again, following the 
appropriate lock-out/tag-out procedures for returning the 
valve assembly to service should be followed.

Operations personnel and/or the control room should 
then be notified. It is recommended that the valve is fully 
stroked by the operations personnel once the valve is re-
turned to automatic control before the valve is fully placed 
back into service. Operations may request that this action 
is taken before the isolation valves are reopened.

The steps associated with the commissioning process are 
summarized in Figure 2 below.
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Performance and Valve Safety Assessment
After the valve assembly has been placed into service, its 
performance and operations should be closely monitored 
for any issues. Similar to when the system was hydrostati-
cally tested, there should be no leaks around the flanges or 
the stem seals/packing once the system is up to operating 
pressure and temperature. All pneumatic instrument pip-
ing should not exhibit any leaks. The valve should not hunt 
or cycle excessively and there should not be excessive 
noise or vibration as the process fluid passes through the 
valve.  Valve line noise can be generated from one of sev-
eral sources depending on the process fluid and conditions 
present. If noise is noticed to be a problem after the valve 
is installed, it can be reduced or abated a minimum of 5 dB 
through the use of an acoustic blanket. In severe cases of 
noise, it is sometimes necessary to resize the valve for the 
required flow while adding special low-noise trim. Unfortu-
nately, that approach requires resizing the valve based upon 
process conditions different from the original sizing condi-
tions and changing the trim. If noise or any other non-critical 
problems are noticed after start-up, they can be addressed 
during the next outage time or cycle.

It is easy to recognize how important it is to design-in  
safety when choosing a control valve to meet a specific 
process control requirement. Regardless of the valve  
being applied to a new or existing application… sizing, 
selecting, installing, and commissioning the control valve 
assembly correctly protects the plant, process, and  
personnel. This responsible approach guarantees asset 
performance longevity, efficiency, and safety. n

Get additional details about valve safety.  
Contact your local Spirax Sarco  

representative.
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Learn about control theory from fundamental  
proportional action to PID control. The dynamics 
of the simple control loop is discussed, alongside 

practical issues of choosing the best system for the  
application, and installation and commissioning  
issues. Click the button to view this tutorial on the web. n

CLICK AND LEARN  
ABOUT CONTROL VALVES IN MINUTES
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FEATURE: 
EP500 ELECTROPNEUMATIC  
VALVE POSITIONER

The EP500 electropneumatic valve positioner  
is the world’s first ergonomically designed  
electropneumatic positioner.  Combining  
outstanding accuracy and industry-leading  
reliability with an ease of installation, calibration 
and operation second to none.

Operating on a force-balance principle, the 
EP500 combines time-tested technology with  
a modern design to accurately position your  
control valve while reducing installation and 
maintenance costs. 

The world’s most user-friendly 
electropneumatic valve positioner 
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FEATURES

Easy installation

Ergonomically designed  
access hatch with hinges

Damping screw

Quick fit electrical  
connections

Dual mounting options

BENEFITS

Reduced installation time 
and costs

Quick and easy to  
commission without removal 
of the access hatch

Fine tuning of actuator  
air supply for improved  
accuracy

Easily accessible with no 
tools required

Option to reduce installation 
space or see valve position 

INTEGRAL
GAUGES

ATEX
APPROVED
DESIGN

Offset Mounted
Allows visibility of valve position

SPAN

ZERO

DAMPING
SCREW

Centrally Mounted
Reduced installation space
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FIND OUT MORE
Download EP500 Technical Information Sheet and view EP500 installation video,  
or contact your Spirax Sarco sales representative.

Technical data
Input signal range 4-20 mA

(split range minimum amplitude 4 mA)
Input resistance 292 Ω

Air supply 20 to 90 psi (regulate 5 to 10 psi above 
actuator spring range)

Air quality Air must be free of water, oil and dust

Output pressure 0 to 100% supply pressure

Actuator stroke 10 mm to 70 mm 
(100mm PN9400 actuator only)

Action Single acting / fail vent
Operating tempera-
ture -20°C to +75°C  (-4°F to 167°F)

Air flow 3.20 Nm3 / h @ 1.4 bar  (2.0 scfm @ 20 psi)
Steady state air 
consumption 0.17 Nm3 / h @ 1.4 bar  (0.44scfm @ 20 psi)

Air connections ¼" NPT female

Sensitivity ≤ 0.2% F.S. (Full Scale)

Histerisis ≤ 0.4% F.S.

Linearity ≤ 1.0% F.S.

Repeatability ≤ 0.5% F.S
Electrical connec-
tions

Cable gland M20 internal terminals for con-
ductors from 0.5 to 2.5 mm2 wire

Degree of protection IP65

Characteristic Linear

Shipping weight 2.35 kg  (5.1 lbs)

ATEX rating
II2G Ex d mb IIC T6 Gb
II2D Ex tb mb IIIC T76°C Db
II2G Ex ia IIC T6 Gb
II2D Ex ia IIIC T76°C Db

Ex ia circuit parameters Ui = 30 V,  i = 110 mA,
Pi = 0.82 W,  Li = 0,  Ci = 0

Description
With the highest precision the EP500 electropneumatic positioner can 
control any valve that is actuated by a linear pneumatic actuator that 
conforms with NAMUR. It guarantees an exact proportionality between 
the stroke of the valve and the value of the electrical input signal (mA) 
into the positioner.
Simple construction and high operational reliability make-up this high 
precision unit which further offers simplicity of maintenance and 
calibration.
The EP500 has a cast aluminum housing that is also treated for outdoor 
installation. The unit can be mounted onto pneumatic actuators that 
have a stroke limit of between 10 and 70 mm. (100mm PN9400 actuator 
only)
As standard the unit is supplied with a mounting kit for actuators that 
have a stroke limit of between 10 to 70 mm.
As standard the EP500 is equipped with two gauges to indicate the 
supply air pressure and the air pressure command sent to the 
pneumatic actuator.
The flow of the output signal is adjustable by means of a valve damping 
adjustment screw.
The positioner is supplied for a control signal in mA and for an air 
supply pressure up to 90 psi.
With simple calibration the positioners can be arranged for sequential 
operation of two or more pneumatic valves in such a way that the stroke 
of each valve is obtained by a split-range control signal. For example: 
4 to 12 and 12 to 20 mA in the case of two valves; and 4 to 9,  9 to 14  
and 14 to 20 mA with three valves, etc..
The EP500 electropneumatic positioner can also be used to reverse 
the action of the control signal.

Air supply
The EP500 positioner must be provided with a high quality air 
supply. A Spirax Sarco MPC2 filter regulator with coalescing filter 
or equivalent must be used. A fixing kit is available to mount the 
MPC2 filter regulator onto the actuator.
For further product data regarding the MPC2 see Technical 
Information sheet TI-P054-04.

Applications
The EP500 can be used with any actuator that conforms to NAMUR, 
this includes all of the following Spirax Sarco pneumatic actuators:

PN9000 series
TN2000 series

Materials
Part Material Finish

Case and cover Die cast Anti-corrosive paint to RAL9016
 aluminum 

EP500 with front cover closed

EP500 with front cover opened to display the inside

Local regulation may restrict the use of this product below the conditions quoted. Limiting conditions refer to standard connections 
only. In the interests of development and improvement of the product, we reserve the right to change the specification.

TI-P343-45-US 1.17

EP500 Advanced 
Electropneumatic Positioner
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If you are attending the Food Automation and Manu-
facturing Conference this April and your facility uses 
steam, we invite you to attend the "How Healthy is 

Your Steam System?" lecture presented by Spirax Sarco. 
This session will discuss the top five ways food and bever-
age companies can improve their plant’s efficiency, safety 
and sustainability goals. Spirax Sarco’s expert, Bernie 
Sapp will explain how companies in the USA and across 
the globe are optimizing production, reducing waste and 
removing hazards.

When: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 
Where: Naples Grand Beach Resort - 
Solutions Theater

Bernie Sapp joined Spirax Sarco in 
1998 after working for 4 years with 
the Swagelok Companies. Bernie  
is currently the National Food and  
Beverage Manager responsible for 

Strategic Partners in the Food and Beverage Sector.  
Bernie has held numerous roles within Spirax Sarco. n

JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL SPEAKING EVENT…
FOOD AUTOMATION & MANUFACTURING CONFERENCE

THE FOOD INDUSTRY’S PREMIER OPERATIONS & MANUFACTURING EVENT

April 23-26, 2017
Naples Grand Beach Resort  |  Solutions Theater

EMBRACING INNOVATION AND WORLD-
CLASS MANUFACTURING BEST PRACTICES

Attend the event that brings food and beverage  
processors and suppliers together to gain information 

on the latest trends and technologies.

WWW.FOODAUTOMATIONCONFERENCE.COM

PRODUCED BY:
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Respondents to the Plant Engineering 2016 Safety 
Study identified seven high-level findings impacting 
the manufacturing industries.

Respondents to the Plant Engineering 2016 Safety Study 
identified seven high-level findings impacting the manufac-
turing industries today:

1.  Commitment to safety: More than two-thirds of senior 
management and operations personnel are very commit-
ted to safety in their facilities, followed by line supervisors 
(55%) and line workers (48%).

2.  Work group safety: The work groups that feel the safest 
in their daily tasks are plant management/corporate ex-
ecutives (74%), safety executives/managers (70%) and 
engineering (61%).

3.  Safety programs: Ninety-seven percent of respondents 
believe their employees feel safe on the job and 83% 
have observed an increase in productivity over time due 
to the implementation of a safety program.  The costs of 
injuries and insurance claims have also decreased since 
following a safety program.

4.  Enforcement: More than 70% of facilities hold regular 
safety meetings, perform safety audits and have es-
tablished a safety committee in order to enforce safety 
methods.  Another 69% have implemented job safety 
analysis procedures.

2016 SAFETY STUDY: 

KEY FINDINGS
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5.  Safety meetings: The majority of safety meetings are 
held on a monthly basis, and the most active contributors 
are safety executives/managers (67%), plant manage-
ment/corporate executives (66%), line workers (63%), 
operations (61%) and maintenance personnel (60%).

6.  Safety strategies, technologies: The top strategies or 
technologies that facilities use to enforce safety include 
personnel protective equipment (86%), lockout/tagout 
procedures (78%), job safety analysis (69%) and internal 
safety audits (68%).

7.  Measuring success: Three-quarters of facilities measure 
their safety success by their number of accident reports 
and near miss events, while 68% compare their OSHA  
recordables/time-lost accidents, and 43% observe low 
workers’ compensation costs.  The average facility has  
experienced two OSHA-recordable incidents within the 
past 6 months, only one of which resulted in lost time. n

Measuring success
Accident reports, near miss events

Lost time injury frequency rates

Fewer OSHA recordables/time-lost accidents

Safety audit results

Lower workers compensation costs

lower insurance premiums

Employee surveys

Lower employee turnover

Other

75%

72%

68%

65%

43%

27%

24%

17%

2%
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By Emma Seeby, Quality Group Leader for Spirax Sarco

Today, in most organizations the trend 
is to migrate from the traditional ap-
proach of Quality, which is focused 

around compliance, to a more proactive ap-
proach that emphasizes continuous improve-
ments and drives transformational change 
throughout the business processes. 

To gain a better understanding of this new approach, let’s 
start by defining Quality. There is no single definition of the 
term quality but the majority of those definitions emphasize 
three very important product components: 1) what is im-
portant to the Customer, 2) mutually agreed upon targets 
and 3) ensuring minimum variation - consistency. A product 
is simply and effectively described as the output of a pro-
cess and Quality should be viewed as a process. Hence, 
once the process outcome can be measured, it can be 
analyzed and improved until it is RIGHT! In essence, it’s 
about making the output of the process as safe and reli-

able as it can be wherever it is delivered for consumption.

Safety is very important in product use and applications. In 
an organization that has a mature Quality Culture, a ma-
ture Safety Culture is most likely found. When the highest 
level of maturity for both aspects are attained, the organiza-
tion’s culture is focused on continuous improvement, safety 
and quality.  When these aspects are valued, all employees 
are engaged and there are sustained periods of success in 
safety and quality performance indicators. 

How do we connect the dots? As businesses look to im-
prove their systems to meet strategic goals and objectives, 
different tools are used such as Lean and Six Sigma, ISO, 
Risk Management and Quality Management. Interestingly, 
Safety is deeply rooted in risk management. For business 
continuity, organizations need their employees to be healthy, 
have a safe environment to work in, be surrounded by  
safe equipment and tools, be involved in improving the 
health and safety culture and most importantly have quality 
processes in place guiding their day to day operations. 

WHEN QUALITY AND SAFETY MEET: 
HOW QUALITY AFFECTS SAFETY
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So, in order to embed and embrace safety as a culture, 
Quality must first be defined, measured, improved and as-
sured. Quality approaches and tools set the foundation for a 
safety culture to thrive. 

I recall one of my first assignments as a young engineering 
college graduate.  It was to work on a company-wide en-
ergy conservation initiative. I willingly accepted this excit-
ing challenge ready to prove myself to my peers and senior 
colleagues. I quickly realized early on in the project that the 
“lowest hanging fruit” was the condensate return system. 
Every day, I walked the basement of the plant tracing pipes 
and finding steam traps and steam condensate pumps. Af-
ter a couple of weeks of this exercise, it dawned on me that 
there was a lot of opportunities not just for Quality process 

improvements with respect to the project but most impor-
tantly, for Safety processes as well. It was risky business 
given the environment and the culture in this large plant but 
the thought of ignoring it and doing nothing different was not 
going to be an option for me.

Over the years, as I supported the teams to develop and 
define processes using my Lean and Six Sigma training, 
safety considerations were discussed and embedded in 
those teams. I think it would have been harder to do it the 
other way around. Making a quality product that is safe is 
one thing, it could be a hit or miss approach but managing 
systems that deliver consistently to your customer’s need is 
the ultimate way of assuring safety and quality at all times 
and in turn delivering value to the organization through  
operational excellence. n

In an organization that has a mature Quality Culture, you will most likely  
find a mature Safety Culture. When the highest level of maturity for both  
aspects are attained, the organization’s culture is focused on continuous  
improvement, safety and quality.
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A corporate commitment to employee safety boosts 
productivity and profits is good policy.

There doesn't seem to be much disagreement in today's  
workplace that safety is good business, but there is certainly 
plenty of disparity about how much it costs to implement a 
workable safety solution.

  Production doesn't want to spend money unless they can see an in-
crease in productivity.

 Maintenance wants to lower its down time.

  Human Resources wants to ensure that any investment in securing 
and training people pays off with lower turnover.

When all is said and done, not many of them think pouring more 
money into safety will result in meeting these needs or achieving their 
goals. The truth, however, is that investing in safety is a key element 
in meeting all of those needs and more.

A SAFE  
INVESTMENT
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Properly configured safety programs are not only a 
good investment, but rigorous ROI evaluations indicate 
that it is one of the best investments a company can 
make, yielding improvements in productivity, lowering 
maintenance costs (and fewer maintenance-related in-
juries), and improving employee retention.

Many know of the 1987 speech by Paul O'Neill, the then 
newly minted CEO of Alcoa. "I want to talk to you about 
worker safety," he began. At this time Alcoa was strug-
gling, and investors were nervous. By addressing the 
issue of worker safety, Alcoa dropped from 1.86 injury 
lost work days (per 100 workers) to 0.2. By 2012, the 
rate had fallen to 0.125. More importantly, perhaps, is 
that one year later the company's profits had hit a record 
high. When O'Neill retired 13 years later, Alcoa's annual 
net income was five times higher than when he started.

There is no question that reducing the number of lost 
work day accidents leads to significant improvements in 

productivity. When that accident is machine-related, the 
costs to productivity are staggering.

Let's look at one of the most conservative examples of 
an accident's costs, based on the tool from OSHA:  
$afety Pays.

First, we must select 
the type of accident 
involved. Some of 
the choices include: 
amputation, crush-
ing or laceration. If 
we select crushing, 
which is one type of 
typical injury caused 
by an unguarded 
machine, the OSHA tool estimates that the direct cost of 
this kind of injury will be $56,557. The data from the Na-
tional Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc. (NCCI) 

Many know of the 1987 speech by Paul O'Neill, the then newly minted CEO of Alcoa. 
"I want to talk to you about worker safety," he began…When O'Neill retired 13 
years later, Alcoa's annual net income was five times higher than when he started.

$4
Return/Bene�t
on Investment

$1
Safety

 Investment

OSHA Anaylsis: Safety ROI
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reflects the average cost of lost time workers' compen-
sation insurance claims derived from unit statistical re-
ports submitted to NCCI for policy years 2009 to 2011.

The total cost of injuries
Direct cost is only one element of the total cost of the 
injury. In our example, the OSHA tool estimates that 
there is another $62,212 attributed to indirect costs. 
The indirect cost estimates provided in this program are 
based on a study conducted by the Stanford University 
Department of Civil Engineering. These indirect costs 
covered in this estimate include:

  Any wages paid to injured workers for absences not 
covered by workers' compensation;

  The wage costs related to time lost through work 
stoppage associated with the worker injury;

 The overtime costs necessitated by the injury;

  Administrative time spent by supervisors, safety per-
sonnel and clerical workers after an injury;

 Training costs for a replacement worker;

  Lost productivity related to work rescheduling, new 
employee learning curves and accommodation of in-
jured employees; and

  Clean-up, repair and replacement costs of damaged 
material, machinery and property.

The total cost associated with this one injury incident is 
$118,769, and this estimate does not include other re-
lated costs such as:

  OSHA fines ($124,709 for a willful violation) and any 
associated legal action

  Third-party liability and legal costs

  Worker pain and suffering

  Loss of good will from bad publicity.

The OSHA tool goes on to estimate the amount of in-
creased sales a company has to generate to cover these 
costs. At an OSHA-suggested nominal 3% profit margin, 
it takes $3,958,966 in additional sales to fully pay for the 
cost of this single accident. It stands to reason that an 
investment in ensuring that this accident does not occur 
could translate to recapturing that $118K as profit vs. cost.

So does every investment in safety yield a profitable re-
turn? Maybe not. In a 2001 study of 86 small manufactur-
ing firms by Michelle Kaminski, investment in increased 
training hours were negatively related to injury rate, but 
a study published the same year by William Bunn, et al, 
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found that a comprehensive corporate wellness effort 
had a significant impact and reduced direct health care 
costs and improved productivity.

The findings of a 2008 research paper by Tushyati 
Maudgalya, Ash Genaidy and Richard Shell titled, "Pro-
ductivity-quality-costs-safety: A sustained approach to 
competitive advantage–a systematic review of the Na-
tional Safety Council's case studies in safety and pro-
ductivity," supported the relationship between strong 
safety initiatives and productivity.

Their review and report on 17 case studies, which were 
published by the National Safety Council (NSC), found 
that following workplace safety initiatives resulted in an 
average increase of 66% (2% to 104%) in productiv-
ity, and 82% (52% to 100%) in safety records, and 71% 
(38% to 100%) in cost benefits. In a few reported cases, 
it took only eight months to obtain a payback in terms 
of monetary investment in the safety initiative. While not 

conclusive, there is demonstrable evidence to indicate that 
safety as a business objective can assist an organization in 
achieving the long-term benefit of operational sustainability.

When reviewing the literature about workplace safety 
initiatives and proactivity, there is almost always a refer-
ence to improved worker retention. However, it is difficult 
to nail down just how much of an impact this may have 
in the evaluation of how safety really contributes to the 
profitability of an organization. Statistics gathered by the 
Oklahoma Department of Labor for the US Bureau of 
Labor Statistics show that employees with less than one 
year of service are twice as likely to be injured at work 
than employees with more than five years of service with 
the same employer. These statistics suggest a direct 
causal link between workplace injuries and the amount of 
time an employee has worked for the same employer.

Other calculations
It does stand to reason that a person injured on the job 

Their review and report on 17 case studies, which were published by the National 
Safety Council (NSC), found that following workplace safety initiatives resulted in 
an average increase of 66% (2% to 104%) in productivity, and 82% (52% to 100%) in 
safety records, and 71% (38% to 100%) in cost benefits.
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and unable to work requires a replacement, and while 
that replacement may not necessarily result in a new 
hire, it has been estimated that a replacement ma-
chine operator, for example, results in up to 30% loss 
in productivity, while requiring additional training ex-
pense, etc. Various industry calculators show that the 
replacement of a worker (regardless of the reason for 
the replacement) ranges from an additional 30% to 40% 
above their actual salary.

The challenge in truly understanding the benefit of in-
vesting in safety as a solid business decision really 
rests in understanding the real cost of an accident. The 
National Safety Council and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) have developed models 
that attempt to estimate the costs, but these different 
models can vary greatly. For example, CDC's estimate 
shows a fatal injury carries an average cost of about 
$991,027. This average includes only hospital costs. In 
contrast, the NSC model puts the average fatality's cost 
to society at $1.42 million.

These figures, although high, are likely to be lower than 
the actual cost of a single death because both models 
reflect only direct costs. Direct costs include workers' 
compensation, medical expenses, civil liability or litiga-

tion costs and property losses.

Indirect costs can be much more expensive: For every 
dollar in direct costs, indirect costs could be as much as 
$2.12, according to NSC, although in the OSHA model 
the ratio is closer to 1:1. As discussed, indirect costs in-
clude workplace disruptions, loss of productivity, worker 
replacement, training, increased insurance premiums 
and attorney fees.

Using this math, a single fatal workplace injury goes from 
costing an average of $1.42 million to costing $4 million 
on average.

Single Fatal Workplace Accident

$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000

$500,000
$-

Average Direct
Cost $1.42M

Average Indirect
Cost $3.01M

Total Direct and
Indirect $4.43M
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Whether the ratio is 1:1 or 17:1, the cost savings from 
safety are real. The prevention of a single accident, no 
less a fatality, can have a major impact on a company's 
bottom line and over time a significant impact on the 
overall business health of the organization as a whole.

Four questions to help ensure a positive return 
on your safety investment: 
1.  Have machines, production equipment and opera-

tions been assessed for compliance by a qualified 
assessor?

2. Have risk reduction measures been implemented?

3.  Have the risk reduction measures been implemented 
correctly and verified by a qualified or certified safety 
engineer?

4.  Is there a periodic audit program in place to inspect 
and ensure equipment safeguards are in place, used 
correctly and updated as needed?

If you answer yes to all four questions, you are in good 
shape! n

This article appeared in Plant Engineering Magazine  
and was written by John Peabody of Omron STI.

The prevention of a single accident, no less a fatality, can have a major impact on a 
company's bottom line and over time a significant impact on the overall business 
health of the organization as a whole.
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YOUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO 
STEAM ENGINEERING

This is the most comprehensive practical guide to the design and operation of  
steam systems ever created.  At nearly 1,500 pages, The Steam and Condensate 
Loop book covers all aspects of steam and condensate systems, helping engineers 
to optimize plant operations and save energy.

FIND OUT MORE!
Priced at just $129.00, this essential best  
practice guide is available for ordering  
from Spirax Sarco.  

FEATURES:
• 16 Chapters

• Comprehensive short modules

• Comprehensive index

• Equations summary section

• Full color and illustrated throughout

• Practical application techniques
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In each issue of SteamNews, we try to give some practical and useful tips to help you 
maintain and improve your own steam system. But we’d like to hear about your own. If 
you have any steam system energy saving tips, please let us know and we’ll pass it on. n

Email your tip to us at spiraxinfo@spirax.com. 

TELL US YOUR TIP
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Add us to your circle on 
GOOGLE+ and share  
your insight on  
engineering topics.

GET SOCIAL. CONNECT WITH US!
Follow us on TWITTER  
to find trending topics  
of importance.

View our YOUTUBE  
channel and find educa-
tional topics that are most 
important to you.

Join our LINKEDIN group  
to participate in engaging 
discussions and hear  
what others are saying in  
the industry.

Connect to us on  
PINTEREST and repin  
our content. You never know, 
we might pin you back.

Like us on FACEBOOK  
for fresh content and photos  
right at your fingertips.
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SHOP THE SPIRAX SARCO 
COMPANY STORE!
You can purchase an array of novelty items that proudly display the Spirax Sarco 
brand and logo. The Spirax store is so convenient. It’s just a mouse click away and 
can be accessed whether you are sitting in your office in the middle of the day or in 

your pajamas in the middle of the night. You can find great clothes and  
accessories available for purchase with your credit card via the 

website. Happy Shopping! n

Click here for the online catalog!

YOU’RE 
OUR V.I.P!

As a valued subscriber 
get special pricing on 

selectively marked 
products.
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TECHNICAL  
PROBLEM SOLVER   
Real Technical Support Issues  
and Their Solutions

Problem 
Just recently, Spirax Sarco helped a customer 
identify safety hazards when performing mainte-
nance work on a pressure powered pump.  Previ-
ously, an employee was burned while servicing a 
similar piece of equipment when hot condensate 
came in contact with the employee’s foot.

The employee closed all existing isolation valves 
cutting off: the steam inlet to the process equip-
ment, motive supply to the pressure powered 
pump, condensate inlet between the receiver, the 

inlet of the pump and condensate outlet downstream 
of the pump. The flange connection between the 
pump and float trap was loosened and hot conden-
sate began to slowly run out of the loosened flange 
connection. Once it appeared that all condensate 
was fully drained from the pump, the employee pro-
ceeded to remove the bolts from the flange to dis-
connect the trap from the pump. Suddenly, hot con-
densate poured out of the flange connection, coming 
into contact with the employee’s foot.
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TECHNICAL PROBLEM SOLVER   
Real Technical Support Issues and Their Solutions (CONTINUED)

Solution
It was recommended to the customer that an ad-
ditional isolation valve be installed on the balance, 
exhaust line between the pump and receiver.  The 
balance line isolation valve, along with the exist-
ing valve, fully isolate the pressure powered pump 
from any sources of hot condensate that may still 
be present as the system cools and condenses.  
Spirax Sarco also suggested that prior to breaking 

or loosening any connections, the customer  
should use the drain plugs on the pressure pow-
ered pump and trap to ensure that all condensate 
is drained from the system.  Spirax Sarco made 
the customer aware that this may also occur in 
any type of steam or condensate system where an 
employee is conducting maintenance on different 
types of equipment. n

Have a problem?  Simply send your question to the Technical Problem Solver:  
Spirax Sarco, Attn: Tracy Bertone, 1150 Northpoint Blvd., Blythewood, SC 29016 or  
email us at spiraxinfo@spirax.com.  

Kindly indicate if you do not wish to have your name and/or your company’s name published. 
We reserve the right to edit the question or choose not to publish them. If your question is pub-
lished, you will receive a a Spirax Sarco branded Viking Tumbler.
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SPREAD THE WORD CONTEST
Have you shared this publication with your colleagues?  Help spread the word and tell 
them all about it for your chance to WIN an Amazon Echo, a Free Seminar or your own 
copy of the Steam and Condensate Book!

WIN 
GREAT 
PRIZES!

DETAILS ON NEXT PAGEÜ[Competition ends 3/31/17]
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TO ENTER THE CONTEST:
All you have to do is forward this issue to at least  
5 colleagues in your network and tell them to subscribe 
to this free publication.  Don’t forget to cc your email to 
spiraxinfo@spirax.com with the subject line “Read my 
SteamNews Magazine.”  You will receive one entry for 
every colleague who subscribes to this publication.  

So, the more people you get to subscribe, the closer you 
will be to the winning prizes!

WINNING PRIZES:  
A place in the next Fundamentals of Steam Seminar – 
Valued at $400.00

Spirax Sarco offers Steam Training classes.  Enter the 
competition and broaden your steam knowledge.

Amazon Echo – Valued at $180.00

Echo connects to the Alexa Voice Service to control 
smart home devices, play music, provide information, 
news, sports scores, weather, and more, instantly. All you 
have to do is ask.

Steam and Condensate Book – Valued at $129.00

This great book is prepared by experts from Spirax Sarco, 
a world leader in steam engineering (see page 42 for  
additional details).

Terms and conditions: Enter the competition by forwarding this issue 
to at least 5 colleagues in your network. For every colleague who sub-
scribes to SteamNews Magazine, you will receive one entry into the 
contest. Entries are unlimited. The competition begins February 20, 
2017. Closing Date of the Competition is March 31, 2017. If there are 
multiple winners, a drawing will take place on April 5, 2017 to deter-
mine the final winners. The drawing will take place at Spirax Sarco, Inc. 
headquarters at 1150 Northpoint Blvd., Blythewood, SC 29016. Total 
prize value is: First prize – a place in the next Spirax Sarco ‘Funda-
mentals of Steam’ seminar, valued at $400.00. Second prize – Amazon 
Echo, valued at $180.00. Third prize – The ‘Steam and Condensate 
Loop’ book, valued at $129.00. Winners’ names will be announced on 
April 10, 2017 and published in the next issue of SteamNews maga-
zine. All prize winners will be notified by email and prizes will either be 
mailed or will be personally delivered by a Spirax Sarco representative. 
All prizes will be delivered before April 30, 2017. Spirax Sarco employ-
ees and their family members are not eligible to win.[Competition ends 3/31/17]
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